
The GreaT BeauTy
by Anik See

I grew up watching “North of Superior”, that iconic, 1970s imax 
film that seemed to play in perpetuity at the Cinesphere in 

Toronto, Canada’s largest and most metropolitan city. Shot from a 
bush plane and pontooned helicopter, careering low over water and 
woodland, into canyons and over pink granite rock as far as the 
eye could see, it had viewers alternately screeching and nauseous 
in their seats. I saw it at least once a year and looked forward to 
it every goddamned time, this unnarrated homage to the kind of 
Canadian landscape most of us never see, but which we feel, in our 
hearts, is ours. This was Canada – unending boreal forest, crys-
tal clear lakes, uninhabited. Conquerable only by image, from a 
comfortable seat in the country’s largest urban center, far from that 
kind of untouched wilderness. It has never left my memory, and 
resurfaces at the oddest moments. At parties, overseas, while read-
ing a bedtime story to my son. 

It’s an image that crosses borders, following Canada around 
wherever it goes. When you think of Canada, what do you think 
of? Hockey, sure, and maybe lots of beer. People that say ‘sorry’ a 
lot. I’m guessing, too, that a vast, unpeopled landscape also comes 
to mind. The kind you see in tourism commercials: a sweeping, 
aerial shot of the massive, impressive flank of the Canadian Rock-
ies; the wide open prairies with nothing in sight but fields of sway-
ing wheat; a red canoe silently plying the waters of a lonely, crystal 
clear lake; the endless rocky shores and wild (yet appealing) seas of 
any of our coasts. Right?

You may also have, like most Canadians, grown up indoctrinat-
ed with the centuries-old idea that Canada is a land of natural 



resources, that our economy depends on them, that we have little 
else to offer the world - or ourselves - if we want a stable, well-off 
life; that it is almost our duty to proffer up those resources to those 
who want them. Trees. Gold. Diamonds. Crude oil. A cry that 
increased with great volume during the Harper years. He spent 40 
million dollars in a single year advertising our natural resources - 
the jobs behind them, the economy they prop up, how good it is for 
Canadians, how good it will be if only we continue along this path, 
and accelerate it. It was money well spent: most Canadians believe 
resource extraction accounts for around half of our gdp. Which 
helps a lot when you’re trying to sell a message. Some might even 
call it propaganda, but in the post-truth world, who am I to say? 

The counter-indoctrination of my youth - a lopsided, hopeful, 
naively-executed narrative that didn’t square with the reality of our 
surroundings - was this: at the time that I was watching “North of 
Superior”, I was also part of the first generation that grew up simul-
taneously learning about the cost of pollution, the cost of resource 
extraction, of how we needed (even back then) to be friendly to the 
environment. In a country that allegedly became rich (and still is) 
because of resource extraction. 

•

I often picture a young oil man, someone who’s just graduated from 
university and accepted a job in the lucrative industry of resource 
extraction: someone - if you believe the stereotype - who has a big, 
shiny belt buckle, wears cowboy boots, no tie. I picture this young 
man, all enthusiasm and willing to believe for the sake of a good 
career, rarin’ to go with all that possibility in the petroleum-rich 
prairie stretched out before him, visible from the windows of his 
office in a Calgary skyscraper.

But maybe I’m wrong. I knew an older, experienced oil man once. 
He was an unassuming charmer; he believed in his product. He 
was tall, weathered and confident. Cowboy boots, belt buckle, no 



tie. An open and honest face. He told me what people think about 
oil and gas extraction is all wrong. That it’s not bad for the envi-
ronment, that the way we frack in Canada is safer than how it’s 
done elsewhere. We go deeper, he’d say, and we don’t use cement 
from China for the well casings. Our casings are safe, don’t crack - less 
potential for damage to groundwater or soil. 

I liked him. And I wanted to believe him – I wanted to be reas-
sured that all of this extraction doesn’t harm a thing, that all of the 
reports of environmental damage and rising cancer rates and the 
fact that our oil sands development is visible from the moon is all 
some kind of Photoshopped propaganda, or at the very least that it 
doesn’t matter. I wanted to believe that it’s the best thing to do, that 
any worry is for naught, and that it’s all worthwhile. After all, what 
good is all that land we have if the thing that will ensure our highly 
developed lifestyles is buried beneath it? Our wealth has afforded 
us houses bigger than we need, two cars in each garage in suburbs 
where nothing is within walking distance, ensuring our use of the 
very resource that pays for it. And the wilderness we were told it 
was our responsibility to protect? Our wilderness not only pays the 
bills in what it offers up resource-wise, it’s also created our image 
around the world as a vast, untouched landscape (in places where 
resource extraction isn’t visible) that people want to visit, and do.

Canada has landscape to burn, wilderness out the wazoo, and we 
can justify the extraction of whatever can be extracted and what 
that means for the landscape. Think of the other places on this 
planet that aren’t so fortunate. If the Alberta oil sands comprised 
all of England, would everyone who lived there just up and leave so 
the oil could be extracted? Because that’s how big they are. Three 
times the size of The Netherlands. Thank goodness Canada doesn’t 
have that problem! Imagine how much poorer we’d be. We’re 
fortunate to be able to justify (or ignore) extraction because it only 
requires a small percentage of our surplus of untouched wild. It’s 
what pays for our schools and infrastructure, we’re told, it’s what 
made this country what it is, they say. 



I think often of something Charles Bowden once said. “Imagine 
the problem is that we cannot imagine a future where we possess 
less but are more,” he said. “Imagine the problem is a future that 
terrifies us because we lose our machines but gain our feet and 
pounding hearts. Then what is to be done?”

Then again, there’s always denial. So I listened to the Older Oil 
Man “with an open mind”.

•

Back to the Older Oil Man. He always called me “dear” even 
though we were about the same age. He liked to tell me about his 
piece of property in Saskatchewan, an old family farm that he’s let 
go fallow because, well, he works in oil and gas and doesn’t need 
to farm it. He sold the surface rights to a couple of sections of it to 
a fracking company (because, well, he works in oil and gas) a few 
months back and got $1500 for one piece and $9000 for another. 
He’ll get royalties on the gas they extract from under the surface 
of his family farm, he said. And then he told me something real-
ly surprising, but which is probably obvious for less naïve people 
– that the Canadian government has been taking the money we 
- and our employers - give them each week for our pensions and 
investing it in oil and gas like crazy.

Of course they have, I thought, once I got over the implications 
of that. Resource extraction in this country is inextricably linked 
to everything, including our “well-being” in retirement. 

•

The North has always been considered Canada’s future, even before 
Canada became a country. A mostly inaccessible place stocked with 
even more gas and oil, diamonds and gold, than Canada’s south, 
it’s a veritable treasure chest of natural resources with little popula-
tion to protest: a plunderer’s dream. 



It’s something, I tell you. The tailings left behind decades ago 
by the gold dredges look like the work of giant, burrowing worms 

- long (endless!) hummocks of raised dirt and rock, snaking back-
and-forth and heaped as high as the aspen along the banks of rivers, 
left there, spent. Some people might find the tailings beautiful. 
They are, at the very least, impressive. 

The size and number of them is shocking, made more so by the 
pristine landscape that surrounds them.  You stand with your back 
to them by a clear, flowing river, mountains with evergreens on 
either side stretching into the infinite blue of the sky and you can’t 
help but think: once it was all like this. Every single square inch. 
Before the gold. Before the mining. Yes, before the oil and gas and 
the “let’s get the friggin’ gold out of the ground” attitude in reality 
TV shows like ‘Yukon Gold’, where a bunch of guys – MEN! – 
stand around in the wilderness they’ve just obliterated with excava-
tors, turning a naïve, sylvan landscape into a pit in short order and 
without compunction. For the money.

In the North, claims by mining corporations (usually with 
addresses in southern cities) are countless, and astonishing in their 
numerical projections. They pock and scar the “untouched” land-
scape like a case of the measles. But then, even a canoe - like the 
one in the tourism commercial and another thing that helped make 
Canada what it is - overturned on the shore of an island on the one 
of the North’s massive rivers is a slash in the supposed wilderness, a 
wound in the variations of green, trees and fast-flowing water. 
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I picture that Young Oil Man going to areas ripe for potential 
profit, where he’ll be faced with all that empty land. He might 
think it belongs to the government - the very same government 
that’s subsidizing his industry despite the billions it makes in prof-
its each year (part of me wants to warn him that some people have 
a problem with that) - land which his company will use to make 
those profits, just like all the other forms of resource extraction. Or 
that the people who own or occupy the land can be bought out. 
But it might behoove him to read up on the generic history of many 
Canadian cities and towns, all of which are situated in indigenous 
territories. Take Dawson City, for instance: an important fish camp 
and moose pasture for the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in peoples, but also the 
heart of the Klondike Gold Rush in the late 1800s. Within a hand-
ful of years it was ousted of its First Nations inhabitants, quickly 
deforested to provide wood for heating, housing and transport for 
the White Man, turned into a red light district called “Lousetown”, 
and later - much later, when we already knew better, when political 
correctness was already part of Canada’s vocabulary - plundered 
for more gold and turned into a gravel pit, one of those snaking 
tailings landscapes, before being valiantly returned to the Tr’ondëk 
Hwëch’in 100 years after they were forcefully removed. Here you 
go! Thanks! You can have it back! Aren’t we doing the right thing!

So there might be some uproar (sorry!). If the Young Oil Man is 
unsure of himself and what he does for a living, that might make 
him feel uncomfortable. At least, at first.

But there’s no need for him to spend too much time worrying 
about that, because apparently the majority of us can live with what 
we’ve done, what we do. After all, we have cars to drive, houses to 
heat. Money to make. Lives to live in comfort. Whatever it takes.

•

The first time I got off a plane in the North, something happened 
that stuck with me, something that I couldn’t deny. I felt my arms 
rising as I descended the roll-up staircase. By the time I hit the 



tarmac, my arms were stretched straight out as though in a kind 
of Christian yoga, and the fact that I might look crazed did not 
bother me. It was a gesture of possibility, the embodiment of all I 
felt when I disembarked onto that wide, empty landscape. I had no 
idea where it came from, only that I couldn’t help myself.
I felt the ease with which civilization slides off.

Wherever you go in the North, without exception, you hear the 
same story. “I came up here x number of years ago on a two-year 
contract.” x is always greater than two, and often greater than 
ten. Then again, you don’t run into the people who went back. 
Those who prefer the South aren’t in the North. But the sentiment 
remains: those who stayed didn’t expect to stay, or expect to like 
the two years they were posted up there. And now they’d never go 
back. Just like the sourdoughs, the ones who stayed even after the 
pay dirt didn’t deliver, because something about the North - some-
thing in the landscape - spoke to them, kept them there.

The Older Oil Man likes the North, and has spent a fair amount 
of time working up there. But he always keeps his watch set to 
Alberta time. He told me he would never live up there.

•

I keep wanting to address a letter to the Young Oil Man, filled with 
questions. I want to know more about what he knows, because 
maybe my thoughts are misguided. Does he know that a single 
barrel of oil contains the same energy as eleven years of physical 
labor? Does he know that Canadians consume about 1.5 million 
barrels a day? If you do the math, that means each Canadian 
consumes about half a year of physical labor each day. How is that 
even possible? you might ask. Yes, I’m part of the problem. I drive, I 
fly. I am not virtuous.

I flew over the Arctic Ocean last month from Europe to Canada, 
watching the Italian film “The Great Beauty” with one eye and a 
giant sea of pack ice and majestic icebergs out my window with the 



other, their blue impossible even from 37 000 feet. I ignored the 
film for a while, staring down at that blue, at ice chunks the size of 
skyscrapers, the size of small villages. It struck me how crazy it is 
that the world as we operate in it exists, that you can fly from one 
side of it to another without incident, that you can look down out 
of an airplane and see nothing but water, clinging to the curved 
earth. The ability to do any of these things is progress, sure, or 
at least a continual pushing of the boundaries of our capabilities 
and resetting of the stakes, but that doesn’t make it any less ques-
tionable that we hurtle ourselves in glorified tin cans through the 
atmosphere or over hard surfaces, one behind the other; that things 
like flying and driving have simultaneously become necessary and 
abstract. We take for granted the possibilities those conveniences 
offer, ignore the immediate and long-term risks on a daily basis, 
blind to the necessity of squeezing of oil from sand and rock, the 
burning of hydrocarbons, the manufacture of the things we “need”. 

For most of us – living in urban areas much further south with 
an abundance of food and power – survival is no longer an issue, 
but it’s still there as a well-hidden instinct. It occurred to me on 
that plane that we are evolving our cities faster than we’re evolving 
ourselves, that the North is one of the only places left to find an 
equilibrium between man and landscape that’s instinctual. All that 
openness, untouchedness (tailings, slashes and petroleum wells 
aside) makes sense. But it’s more than that. It’s intuitive. You feel 
compelled to say oh, this is how it should be; that maybe the wilder-
ness of Canada can save us despite the ease with which it can kill 
us, despite the atrocities we’ve committed there (and elsewhere), 
one at a time.

Maybe that’s what’s so attractive about the North: the equation is 
simpler. Everything you do up there (life, in other words) is tangi-
ble, necessary for survival, whether it’s putting wood up for the 
winter, or looking for gold, or drilling for oil and gas. When I get 
on a plane up North, I step into a plane without insulation, where 
the noise is so loud I can’t hear myself think, where what it is to fly 
makes itself incredibly obvious. No sound buffers, no video screens, 



no flight attendants in pumps and sheer hosiery, nothing to distract 
me from what’s really going on, what really needs to happen in 
order for this piece of machinery I’m in to do its work, to get me 
where I need to go, and in one piece. 

Not like this plane, with its individual screens, prepared meals 
and other distractions. I returned to “The Great Beauty”, in which 
the rich, young and old, party together in a style naturally deriv-
ative of Roman debauchery, of a civilization in manifest decline 
(and the spaces left blank by denial), whose citizens have an appe-
tite for abstract art, but none for changing their own behavior or 
themselves. The film’s main character, Jep, an Italian literary crit-
ic, upbraiding a contemptuous, successful, middle-aged novelist, 
accuses her of having “a life in tatters, like the rest of us... we’re all 
on the brink of despair.” And even though my life is nothing like 
his, or hers, I understood exactly what he was talking about.

•

Dear Young Oil Man, 

Like most Canadians, you’ve probably spent some time in the 
wild. A solid month of camping every summer, canoe trips, a bit of 
backcountry skiing. Hiked the West Coast Trail. You’re probably 
no stranger to doing without for a week or two, not seeing another 
human face the whole time (or the shock when you finally do). 
But I am telling you now that the remote places your work will 
take you are different. Less than a handful of public roads barely 
touching entire Territories (but plenty of private ones belonging to 
the resource companies crosshatching the same area). That vastness, 
that expanse – despite its gaping wounds and scars – is much more 
than knowing how to survive for a week or two, a point the vast-
ness, when you stand in it, quite easily drives home. It might even 
affect how you feel about what it is that you do for a living.

Have you read Knausgaard? The Norwegian author who wrote 
a six-volume, 3000+ page solipsism about not so much and yet 



everything all at once? All that Scandinavian fury bled out onto 
the page, all that lonely landscape - look what it does to a person. 
Knausgaard wanders through a forest and feels nothing. “...all the 
meaning I extracted from it came from me,” he says, of the forest. 

“I charged it with something of mine. If it were to have any mean-
ing beyond that, it couldn’t come from the eyes of the beholder, 
but through action, through something happening, that is. Trees 
would have to be felled, houses built, fires lit, animals hunted, not 
for the sake of pleasure but because my life depended on it. Then 
the forest would be meaningful, indeed so meaningful that I would 
no longer wish to see it.” As though civilization made him numb to 
it. (You’re not like that, are you? A Canadian unmoved by a forest?)

When I read that I wondered if the difference between Europe 
and Canada, the difference between Knausgaard and Bowden, is 
that the wilderness here means something. But then I stood among 
those gold tailings and remembered the nasa image of boreal 
forest scraped away to reveal the oil sands and I second-guessed 
my naïveté.

Cut down the forest to fuel the gold dredges and sternwheelers, 
or drill for oil and gas and build roads to replace the sternwheelers 
instead (progress!). They’re kind of the same. Take your pick of a 
necessary evil if we want to prosper in this massive nation with so 
few to fill it. 

Gold, diamonds, petroleum, copper, silver, molybdenum. Trees. 
etc. That’s the rhetoric, anyway.

Yes, the natural resources industry in this country has had a long 
and illustrious past - think lumberjacks and miners, the Klondike 
Gold Rush, Clayquot Sound, the Alberta oil sands... And yet, natu-
ral resources do not make up half of our gdp. Not even close. At 
last count, it was around 12%. That includes minerals and forests. 
Those are Harper’s numbers. Other sources cite less than half that. 
Either way, it’s about the same as what we spend on healthcare 
alone. Does that surprise you? It would me, if I were planning a 



career in the fail-not industry of resource extraction. I might even 
feel like I’d been misled.

 
•

Young Oil Man, let me tell you one more story, and then I’ll end 
my spiel.

In the North, ravens are the size of hawks. I once became 
acquainted with one that sat on top of a former ammunition build-
ing in a Northern town, telling stories to anyone who would listen. 
He squawked and he croaked to passers-by, and if you cocked your 
ear, he’d look down at you, feathers ruffling in the breeze, and 
start talking to you in a way you’ve never heard a raven speak. 
Ravens are widely considered to be the smartest of birds, but even 
within that rubric he stood out. He wasn’t talking in the single- or 
double-noted croak you usually hear from ravens; his voice was full 
of gurgles and creaks and intonation, and he looked at you seri-
ously while he held forth, shifting his gaze every once in a while to 
drive a point home. 

He was big and old and sat at the peak of a weathered, false-front-
ed roof, above windows that were smashed in so long ago that not 
a shard of glass remained. Keep Clear, a sign on the building said, 
Unsafe Structure. The building listed on both sides, almost frown-
ing, and as the raven gave his pitch, it was easy to surmise that he 
was going on about decay, and the danger of not listening. Easily 
dismissible because of that cliché, but it still sticks with me to this 
day. His ceaseless monologue had me immobilized, and every time 
I saw him I felt I could listen to him for hours, his sermon ending 
only when a passenger in a passing vehicle - a local who’d had 
enough of being lectured to by a bird - threw a rock at the raven, 
and he flew off, incanting rage, returning, sadly, to monosyllables. 

Young Oil Man, flying over that vast endless sheet of ice was a 
relief. How can such an empty, inhospitable landscape be such a reas-
surance? I asked myself. Was it sheer nostalgia for a time when we 



seemed more naïve? In the face of progress, nostalgia seems useless, 
inclined to make one old fast. Nostalgia, as one of the characters 
in “The Great Beauty” says, is “the only distraction for those who 
have no faith in the future”. But what, I thought, if that nostalgia 
just feels right and true?

There’s a scene at the end of “North of Superior”, when the 
camera pans across the ruins of a massive forest fire. “The-trees-
went-up-like-matchsticks” kind of thing. Thin, charcoaled trunks 
rising out of a black morass. A small piece of apocalypse. The thing 

“The Great Beauty” predicts for us. And yet, as the camera keeps 
panning, a small group of people comes into view – tree planters, 
planting seedlings, their chitchat fading up, a reminder of our resil-
ience, another cliché  - this one of our will to survive, to continue 
on, despite all of the things we might do to destroy ourselves, and 
the landscapes that bear us. Even here, now, again, amid the cease-
less talk of climate change, amid the (Photoshopped propaganda?) 
images of the oil sands, amid a beautiful, but partially ruined land-
scape, amid the debauchery, the icebergs, the crumbling Coliseum.

“This is how it always ends, with death,” Jep says in the film,
“But first there was life
Hidden beneath the blahblahblah
It is all settled beneath
the chitter chatter and the noise
the silence and the sentiment
emotion and fear
The haggard inconstant flashes of beauty
And then the wretched squalor
and miserable humanity
All buried under the cover
of the embarrassment
of being in the world.
Beyond there is what lies beyond.
I don’t deal with what lies beyond.
...After all, it’s just a trick.
Yes, just a trick.”



And it is just a trick, all that beauty and the distraction that 
keeps us from seeing it these days. On that 600+ person plane from 
Europe, only a handful of shades were up on a daytime flight. The 
rest of us were being entertained, not even curious enough to look 
out of the window at the ice sheet, those icebergs – that unbeliev-
able blue, the purity of it. And it occurred to me that I, too, would 
ruin the landscape in front of me if I weren’t paying attention to it. 
That the luxury afforded me by a bit of destruction was just short-
lived enough for my lifetime and just long-lived enough to ignore 
the consequences, to forget what things used to be like before we 
got our hands on them. And that it would be so much easier give 
up a life that showed me tangibility, instead of swimming upstream 
to embrace it.

I get the ease that we are all drawn to. But then I wonder what 
will our Coliseum look like? What will be our reminder of hubris?  
I think of Bowden again. “...the problem is not that we are power-
less, or that we are victims, but that we have lost the fire, belief and 
courage to act. We hear whispers of the future. We slap our hands 
against our ears. We catch glimpses, but we turn our faces swift-
ly aside. The whistle is always blowing. There’s no denying what’s 
before our eyes. We all know the future. We only must say it and 
face it.”

Here’s a trick. There’s - and I hope you’ll feel it when you get there 
- a kind of hope in the landscape of northern Canada, even though 
we’re ruining it, just like we ruined ancient Rome. The North - 
and its expanse and permission to stretch your arms wide and far, 
(mostly) immune from dense populations, from urban expansion, 
from modern civilization’s attitude that nature is something to be 
conquered - sometimes feels like a second chance, a reset. Possibly 
even forgiveness. Your work will require you to ignore that feeling, 
but I beg you not to.

Sincerely,
A Concerned Citizen

•
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